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Polling of Task Group Members and Administrative Remarks
Mr. Vincent Watkins, Executive Secretary of the RTF Task Group, began the meeting by welcoming the public and news media to the July 22 Teleconference Plenary. The public and news media were monitoring the teleconference via a “listen” only connection. Mr. Watkins indicated that the teleconference was being recorded and would be available on the http://returntoflight.org website. Task Group members were reminded to mute their phone when not speaking and identify themselves whenever they spoke so that their comments would be correctly reflected in the minutes. Lastly, he asked each presenter to refer to their charts by page number in order to help participants follow along during the presentation.

Mr. Watkins conducted the roll call of Task Group members and determined that a quorum of members were present to proceed with the meeting. Members in attendance are indicated in Appendix C.

Introductory Remarks
Mr. Richard Covey, Co-Chair of the RTF Task Group, welcomed the public, media guests, and Task Group members. He noted that this was the first of several meetings that the Task Group plans to conduct by teleconference in order to expedite the Task Group’s work. The purpose of today’s meeting was to address two closure packages brought forward in response to actions taken by the Agency in response to recommendations from the Columbia Accident Investigation Board (CAIB). A summary of the closure packages would be presented by the Operations Panel and Col. Jim Adamson, Operations Panel Lead, would guide the Task Group through the review process. Mr. Covey outlined the process of how Task Group members received the closure packages from the Space Shuttle Program (SSP) and the Space Flight Leadership Council. The packages were reviewed by members of the Operations Panel for completeness and summarized into the public meeting charts submitted to Task Group members for clarification in preparation of today’s deliberations. Task Group members who were not able to be present today on the teleconference, had the opportunity to indicate their nonconcurrence of the closure recommendation however, none were received from any member. Mr. Covey indicated that the Task Group would be presented with presentations on the closure recommendations from NASA SSP on R4.2-5, Foreign Object Debris and R10.3-1, Digitize Closeout Photography.

Mr. Covey turned the meeting over to Col. Jim Adamson for his opening remarks.

Col. Adamson introduced himself as the Operations Panel Lead and indicated that CAIB R4.2-5, Foreign Object Debris would be briefed by Operations Panel member, Gen. Forrest McCartney and that R10.3-1, Digital Closeout Photography by Mr. Robert Sieck. The Operations Panel would recommend unconditional closure on both recommendations and describe the remaining work activities to be completed by the SSP prior to flight. Col. Adamson emphasized the importance of the Space Flight Leadership Council letter signed by the Co-Chairmen, Mr. William Readdy and Dr. Michael Greenfield. The Operations Panel attended several fact-finding meetings with NASA over the last six months in order to support the recommendations that were being reviewed today. In addition, Operations Panel members talked to the workforce at Kennedy Space Flight Center (KSC) on numerous occasions to evaluate the impact on the implementation of these changes. Col. Adamson stated that the results of these fact-findings would be presented today and he extended his thanks to Gen. McCartney and Mr. Sieck for their leadership and help in assembling the packages for discussion.

Col. Adamson turned the meeting over to Gen. McCartney to present the closure recommendation for R4.2-5, Foreign Object Debris to the Task Group.

KSC Foreign Object Debris (R4.2-5) Presentation
Gen. McCartney introduced himself and stated that the origin of R4.2-5 was based on the CAIB interviewing KSC employees who expressed concern regarding management actions to redefine the
The definition of Foreign Object Debris (FOD). The management actions had good intentions; however, it was not well understood by some of the workforce. Gen. McCartney stated that KSC should use definitions for FOD consistent with industry standards and Department of Defense (DOD) facilities. KSC had performed benchmarking for best practices and determined that KSC was effective with the provisions of FOD implementation. KSC adopted their standard from the National Aerospace FOD Prevention Institute (NAFPI) which is a recognized institute for FOD prevention. The term “processing debris” had been eliminated from all procedures and no longer used in any KSC procedures. Metrics will be tracked and reviewed at significant management meetings by showing the Top 5 FOD items collected and the Top 5 locations where FOD is occurring. The FOD data will be collected and entered into a robust database that will be accessible by Quality Assurance personnel to help perform inspections and site surveillance of the FOD program. NASA Safety and Mission Assurance will perform a baseline audit three months after implementation to determine process effectiveness. Definitions for foreign object debris, foreign object damage, and clean-as-you-go were established and are compliant with NAFPI guidelines and industry standards. He described the schedule for updating operating procedures and database and workforce training rollouts. The activities that had been completed by KSC in satisfying closure of this recommendation and meeting the intent of CAIB were summarized. Gen. McCartney stated that the only Operations Panel concern is related to the self-reporting system that ensures that the workforce understands that no one will be penalized but will be encouraged to identify FOD.

Mr. Covey asked if the additional oversight and the data being collected would hamper the long-term practice of self-reporting which is the key to a successful FOD program. Gen. McCartney responded that KSC management intends to monitor the implementation and attitude of the workforce and ensure the FOD program has positive incentives for detection and elimination which is very important toward preventing the generation of FOD.

Mr. Covey stated that the key is to make sure management is aware of the reporting concerns and asked if this item needs to be reflected in the Task Group’s Interim Report. Gen. McCartney agreed and Mr. Covey recommended that the Operations Panel capture concerns related to negative reporting of FOD in the next Interim Report (Action #1).

Mrs. Susan Livingstone asked if there were plans for NASA to take lessons-learned from the KSC FOD program and roll out to the other centers that are involved in FOD prevention. Gen. McCartney responded that he was not aware of any efforts by NASA to incorporate at other centers and he asked Jim Lloyd if he was aware of any efforts. Mr. Lloyd stated that there was a follow-on activity after CAIB called the Diaz Review which did not determine the need for NASA to look at other FOD reduction programs within the Agency. However, NASA’s Office of Safety and Mission Assurance (OSMA) will ensure that NASA’s acquisition guidelines will establish a consistent foundation toward implementing FOD programs across NASA. He mentioned that OSMA will perform benchmarking to look at other acquisition guidelines used by other government agencies such as DOD.

Mr. Covey asked if the planned work item of completing the baseline audit identified for R4.2-5 were related to NASA’s “raising the bar” and enhancing the FOD program which goes beyond satisfying the CAIB’s recommendation and therefore may be determined as a conditional closure item for the Task Group to track. Gen. McCartney agreed that the actions taken by KSC were clearly a raising the bar or self-imposed action intended to improve the quality of their implementation and was not necessarily a constraint for closure. Dr. Dan Crippen suggested that the Task Group make this a conditional closure based on the approach taken by the Task Group on previous recommendations. He stated that the audit activities were not directly called for by the CAIB recommendation but they are items that the Task Group expects NASA to fully comply with and complete. The Task Group should be mindful of the audits and associated results before recommending full closure. Col. Adamson indicated that the Operations Panel’s rationale for recommending unconditional closure was based on NASA not needing to perform any additional activities other than what was already planned to satisfy the intent of CAIB; however, for consistency, he agreed with Dr. Crippen’s assessment that the Task Group should recommend that completion of the baseline audit become a condition for closure for R4.2-5. Mr. Covey asked if there were any other comments from other Task Group members concerning conditional closures for this recommendation. No other Task Group member responded with any concerns.
Mr. Covey recommended, based on the closure package submitted by NASA, the Operations Panel's presentation, and the associated deliberation, the record reflect that the Task Group believes NASA has conditionally met the intent of CAIB R4.2-5 and NASA will be informed of the conditions for full closure. There were no objections from the Task Group. He turned the meeting over to Col. Jim Adamson and Mr. Bob Sieck to present the closure recommendations for R10.3-1, Digitize Closeout Photography to the Task Group.

Digitize Closeout Photography (R10.3-1) Presentation
Mr. Bob Sieck introduced himself and stated that the origin of R10.3-1 was based on the CAIB recommendation to develop an interim program of closeout photographs for critical subsystems that differ from engineering drawings and digitize those photographs to make them available for on-orbit troubleshooting. The CAIB had difficulty determining the "as flown" configuration of the vehicle through drawings they were provided. As background, he stated the engineering drawings had not been kept up-to-date and did not reflect changes from previous engineering orders and field changes through Material Review Boards (MRB). The goal is to improve the closeout photography system particularly in the area of field changes and make those photographs available to users in the field as well as during Shuttle missions. The closeout photographs will not replace the drawings and their associated changes but will be used to supplement drawing deficiencies with enhanced photographs.

Mr. Sieck outlined the approach NASA has taken for implementation such as developing new closeout requirements, clarifying closeout inspection requirements, mandating photography of all MRB conditions are entered into the Shuttle Image Management System (SIMS) database, obtaining photography requirements from flight elements, incorporating SIMS database enhancements, implementing changes to procedures to standardized the photography process, incorporating upgrades to photographic equipment and developing user certifications and training.

Mrs. Livingstone asked if training had been initiated for personnel who support the Mission Evaluation Room (MER). Mr. Sieck responded some of the MER personnel had completed training and several trainers who will train others on digitize photography have completed their training.

Mr. Sieck outlined the Operations Panel assessment for closure based on previous fact-finding sessions, the program's identification and implementation of requirements for closeout photographs, demonstration of the SIMS database upgrades, and the positive responses from trained users. The ongoing/planned work includes continuing to demonstrate the database with the Mission Management Team to allow more users to have the opportunity to work with the database during simulation training. In addition, the closeout photography requirements will be incorporated into KSC procedures and there is an interim policy directive in place which ensures that photographs will be captured during vehicle closeout. In closing, Mr. Sieck stated that NASA has taken the initiative to satisfy the intent of CAIB R10.3-1.

Mr. Covey asked if the interim policy guidance is enough to meet the intent of the CAIB recommendation in lieu of not having the closeout photography requirements incorporated into the KSC work documents. Mr. Sieck responded it is an ongoing activity to update all work documents with the closeout photography requirements but all work documents had not been updated. Mr. Covey asked if there were discrete or specific planned completion dates for those work activities. Mr. Sieck answered most of the work documents are scheduled to be updated during September 2004 and updates to the rest will occur well out into next year. Some of the documents used for STS-114 would be updated sometime next year.

Mr. Covey concluded the Task Group should not make the incorporation of the general closeout photography requirements a condition for closure because the estimated completion time is beyond return to flight; however, demonstration of the SIMS database during training simulations should be a condition for closure. Mr. Sieck agreed that it should be a condition for closure based upon precedent established by the Task Group for previous closure acceptances. Dr. Crippen suggested that the Task Group consider the completion of KSC photographer training, completion of the SIMS familiarization course, and development of the computer-based training as conditions for closure as well. Mr. Covey asked if there were any other comments from the Task Group members for items for condition closure. Col. Adamson
said he had an administrative procedure recommendation for the Task Group to consider. He stated the Operations Panel had existing Requests For Information (RFI) on the two recommended conditions for closure. One RFI requires the SSP to provide objective evidence on completion of the baseline audit for R4.2-5 and the second RFI requires the SSP to demonstrate use of the SIMS database during a training simulation. Col. Adamson suggested that the Operations Panel take the action to review RFI's related to R4.2-5 and R10.3-1 and either 1) closeout existing RFI's and reopen new RFI's to satisfy these conditions for closure or 2) leave any existing RFI's open if they pertain to these conditions for closure (Action #2). Mr. Covey thought Col. Adamson's approach was reasonable and asked the RTF Task Group support staff to ensure there were no concerns or issues with this action.

Mr. Covey asked for final comments from the Task Group on the decision to track completion of the KSC photographer training, completion of the SIMS familiarization course and computer-based training development, and demonstration of the SIMS database during training simulations as conditions for the Task Group's acceptance for closure on R10.3-1. Mr. Joe Cuzzupoli indicated he was in full agreement with the decisions and recommendations for conditional closures based on suggestions from Dr. Crippen and Mr. Covey.

Mr. Covey recommended, based on the closure package submitted by NASA, the Operations Panel's presentation and the associated deliberation, the record reflect that the Task Group believes NASA has conditionally met the intent of CAIB R10.3-1 and NASA will be informed of the conditions for full closure. There were no objections from the Task Group. He thanked the Operations Panel for the quality of work done to bring these closure packages forward and he turned the meeting over to the Executive Secretary to review the actions.

Mr. Watkins stated he had recorded two actions. Action #1 - Operations Panel to capture concerns related to negative reporting of FOD in the next Interim Report. Action #2 - Operations Panel to review existing open RFI's and determine which ones need to be closed or open for the conditional closures identified for R4.2-5 and R10.3-1. Two additional actions were recorded by Mr. Covey. Action #3 - RTF Task Group staff submit draft of a memorandum to outline the conditional closures for R4.2-5 and R10.3-1 to NASA. Action #4 - RTF Task Group members should send any feedback/comments to the Executive Secretary on the teleconference process and any recommended improvements.

Mr. Covey thanked the Task Group members for calling in and participating in the review of the closure packages. He stated the Task Group will continue with the teleconferences in order to facilitate and expedite the review and closure acceptance. Mr. Covey adjourned the meeting.
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